PRESS RELEASE
EXHIBITION

PRIVATE PASSIONS, PUBLIC VISIONS
Collections D. O. Galicia
30 May – 7 September 2008
DATES
30 May – 7 September 2008
VENUE
First floor galleries
VISITING HOURS
Tuesdays to Saturdays (including
holidays)
from 11am to 9pm
Sundays, from 11am to 3pm
PRODUCED BY
MARCO, Museo de Arte Contemporánea
de Vigo
CURATOR
Fernando Castro Flórez
Candida Höfer. Palazzo Zenobio Venecia II, 2003. Private collection. Fundación RAC

SUMMARY / PRESENTATION
This selection of pieces, loaned from Galician private collectors of mainly contemporary art of the
1980s to the present, helps us to trace a journey through the history of art and art collecting in our
most immediate context. More than a simple display of the works, this exhibition aspires to analyse
the particularities and relationships that transpire from a closer examination of their contents while
serving as a kind of homage to, and appraisal of, the collections to which they belong. A multiplicity
of factors shapes a collection’s meaning and raison d’être. PRIVATE PASSIONS, PUBLIC VISIONS is a
preliminary overview of the status quo of private art collecting in Galicia and at the same time an
opportunity for the general public to enjoy works that have hitherto been barred from public
viewing.

WORKS ON DISPLAY
The exhibition brings together a total of 115 pieces, made up mostly of paintings (41), sculptures
(29) and photographs (34). There are also installations (5), videos (4), drawings (1) and scale
models (1).

INFORMATION AND VISITS
Gallery staff provide assistance and information relating to the exhibition as well as the usual guided
tours:
•

These are held daily at 6pm

•

Customised tours are available for groups subject to prior arrangement. Please telephone 986
113900/11.
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ARTISTS: 96
Ángeles Agrela (Jaén, Spain, 1966. Lives and works Jiri Georg Dokoupil (Bruntál, Czech Republic, 1954.
in Granada)
Lives and works in Madrid, Sta. Cruz de Tenerife,
Berlin, Germany, and Prague Czech Republic)
Efrain Almeida (Ceará, Brazil, 1964. Lives and
works in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
Helmut Dorner (Baden-Wurtemberg, Germany, 1952.
Lives and works in Karlsruhe, Germany)
Chema Alvargonzález (Jerez de la Frontera, Spain,
1960. Lives and works in Barcelona and Berlin)
Olafur Eliasson (Copenhagen, Denmark, 1967. Lives
and works in Berlin, Germany)
Carlos Amorales (Mexico City, Mexico, 1970. Lives
and works i Mexico City)
Roland Fischer (Munich, Germany, 1958. Lives and
works in Munich)
Xoán Anleo (Marín, Pontevedra, Spain, 1960. Lives
and works in Vigo)
Günther Förg (Essen, Germany, 1952. Lives and
works Areuse, Switzerland)
Vasco Araújo (Lisbon, Portugal, 1975. Lives and
works in Lisbon)
Liam Gillick (Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom,
1964. Lives and works in London United Kingdom, and
Txomin Badiola (Bilbao, Spain, 1957. Lives and
New York, USA)
works in Bilbao)
Curro González (Seville, Spain, 1960. Lives and works
Stephan Balkenhol (Hesse, Germany, 1957. Lives
in Seville)
and works in Karlsruhe, Germany, and Meisenthal,
France)
Luis Gordillo (Seville, Spain, 1934. Lives and works in
Madrid)
Ignacio Basallo (Ourense, Spain, 1952. Lives and
works in Ourense)
Douglas Gordon (Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1966.
Lives and works in Glasgow and New York, USA)
José Bechara (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1957. Lives
and works in Rio de Janeiro)
Katharina Grosse (Breisgau, Germany, 1961. Lives
and works in Düsseldorf and Berlin, Germany)
Herbert Brandl (Graz, Austria, 1959. Lives and
works in Vienna, Austria)
Cao Guimarães (Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 1965. Lives
and works in Belo Horizonte)
Jean-Marc Bustamante (Toulouse, France, 1952.
Lives and works in Paris, France)
Federico Guzmán (Seville, Spain, 1964. Lives and
works in Seville)
Pedro Cabrita Reis (Lisbon, Portugal, 1956. Lives
and works in Lisbon)
Jonathan Hernández (Mexico City, Mexico, 1972.
Lives and works in Mexico City)
Berta Cáccamo (Vigo, Spain, 1963. Lives and works
in Vigo)
José Antonio Hernández-Diez (Caracas, Venezuela,
1964. Lives and works in Barcelona)
Santiago Cirugeda (Seville, 1971. Lives and works
in Seville)
Federico Herrero (San José, Costa Rica, 1978. Lives
and works in San José)
Chema Cobo (Tarifa, Cadiz, Spain, 1952. Lives and
works in Malaga)
Thomas Hirschhorn (Bern, Switzerland, 1957. Lives
and works in Paris, France)
John Coplans (London, United Kingdom, 1920. Lives
and works in New York, USA)
Candida Höfer (Eberwalde, Germany, 1944. Lives and
works in Cologne, Germany)
José Pedro Croft (Oporto, Portugal, 1957. Lives and
works in Lisbon, Portugal)
Carsten Höller (Brussels, Belgium, 1961. Lives and
works in Stockholm, Sweden)
Angela de la Cruz (A Coruña, Spain, 1965. Lives
and works in London, United Kingdom)
Sarah Jones (London, United Kingdom, 1959. Lives
and works in London)
Sandro Chia (Florence, Italy, 1946. Lives and works
in Miami and Italy)
Martin Kippenberger (Dortmunt, Germany, 1953 –
Vienna, Austria, 1997)
Walter Dahn (Schwerte, Germany, 1954. Lives and
works in Cologne, Germany)
Imi Knoebel (Dessau, Germany, 1940. Lives and
works in Düsseldorf, Germany)
Alberto Datas (A Coruña, Spain, 1935 – Madrid,
2007)
Stefan Kürten (Düsseldorf, Germany, 1963. Lives and
works in Düsseldorf)
Thomas Demand (Munich, Germany, 1964. Lives
and works in Berlin, Germany)
Abraham Lacalle (Almería, Spain, 1962. Lives and
works in Madrid)
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Antón Lamazares (Lalín, Pontevedra, Spain, 1954. Pedro Proença (Lubango, Angola, 1962. Lives and
Lives and works in Berlin)
works in Lisbon, Portugal)
Francisco Leiro (Cambados, Pontevedra, Spain, Fiona Rae (Hong Kong, China, 1963. Lives and works
1957. Lives and works in New York, USA, and in London, United Kingdom)
Cambados, Pontevedra)
Rubén Ramos Balsa (Santiago de Compostela, Spain,
Michel Majerus (Esch, Luxembourg, 1967 – 1978. Lives and works in Santiago de Compostela)
Luxembourg, 2002)
Bernardí Roig (Palma de Majorca, Spain, 1965. Lives
Íñigo Manglano-Ovalle (Madrid, Spain, 1961. Lives and works in Majorca and Madrid)
and works in Chicago, USA)
Juan Carlos Román (Bilbao, Spain, 1961. Lives and
Carlo Maria Mariani (Rome, Italy, 1931. Lives and works in Vigo)
works in New York, USA)
Ugo Rondinone (Brunnen, Switzerland, 1964. Lives
Armando Mariño (Santiago de Cuba, Cuba, 1968. and works in Zurich, Switzerland, and New York, USA)
Lives and works in Madrid and Amsterdam, The
Thomas Ruff (Zell am Harmersbach, Switzerland,
Netherlands)
1958. Lives and works in Düsseldorf, Germany)
Mateo Maté (Madrid, Spain, 1964. Lives and works
Anri Sala (Tirana, Albania, 1974. Lives and works in
in Madrid)
Paris, France)
Chelo Matesanz (Reinosa, Cantabria, Spain, 1964.
David Salle (Oklahoma, USA, 1952. Lives and works
Lives and works in Pontevedra)
in New York, USA)
Jonathan Meese (Tokyo, Japan, 1971. Lives and
Fernando Sánchez Castillo (Madrid, Spain, 1970.
works in Berlin, Germany)
Lives and works in Madrid)
Ana Mendieta (Havana, Cuba, 1948 – Rome, Italy,
Karin Sander (Bensberg, Germany, 1957. Lives and
1985)
works in Stuttgart and Berlin, Germany)
Tracey Moffatt (Brisbane, Australia, 1960. Lives and
Charles Sandison (Northumberland, United Kingdom,
works in Sydney, Australia, and New York, USA)
1969. Lives and works in Tampere, Finland)
Vik Muniz (Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1961. Lives and works
Diego Santomé (Vigo, Pontevedra, Spain, 1966. Lives
in New York, USA)
and works in Vigo)
Antoni Muntadas (Barcelona, Spain, 1942. Lives
Julião Sarmento (Lisbon, Portugal, 1948. Lives and
and works in New York, USA)
works in Estoril, Portugal)
Antonio Murado (Lugo, Spain, 1964. Lives and
Gregor Schneider (Rheydt, Germany, 1969. Lives and
works in New York, USA)
works in Rheydt)
Miquel Navarro (Mislata, Valencia, Spain, 1945.
Andreas Schulze (Rheydt, Germany, 1955. Lives and
Lives and works in Valencia)
works in Cologne, Germany)
Shirin Neshat (Qavsin, Iran, 1957. Lives and works
Roman Signer (Appenzell, Switzerland, 1938. Lives
in New York, USA)
and works in St. Gallen, Switzerland)
Ernesto Neto (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1964. Lives
DJ Simpson (Lancaster, United Kingdom, 1966. Lives
and works in Rio de Janeiro)
and works in the United Kingdom)
Javier Núñez Gasco (Salamanca, Spain, 1971. Lives
Valeska Soares (Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 1957. Lives
and works in Salamanca)
and works in New York, USA)
Manuel Ocampo (Quezon City, Manila, 1965. Lives
Susana Solano (Barcelona, Spain, 1946. Lives and
and works in Berkeley, USA)
works in Barcelona)
Julian Opie (London, United Kingdom, 1958. Lives
Frank Thiel (Kleinmachnow, Germany, 1966. Lives
and works in London)
and works in Berlin, Germany)
Damián Ortega (Mexico City, Mexico, 1967. Lives
Baltazar Torres (Figueira do Castelo Rodrigo,
and works in Mexico City)
Portugal, 1961. Lives and works in Oporto, Portugal)
Simón Pacheco (Santiago de Compostela, Spain,
Juan Uslé (Santander, Cantabria, Spain, 1954. Lives
1968. Lives and works in Berlin, Germany)
and works in New York, USA, and Cantabria)
Manolo Paz (Cambados, Pontevedra, Spain, 1957.
Javier Vallhonrat (Madrid, Spain, 1953. Lives and
Lives and works in Cambados)
works in Madrid)
Jorge Perianes (Ourense, Spain, 1974. Lives and
Manuel Vilariño (A Coruña, Spain, 1952. Lives and
works in Vigo, Pontevedra)
works in Bergondo, A Coruña)
Adrian Piper (Harlem, New York, USA, 1948. Lives
and works in New York)
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CATALOGUE
To accompany the exhibition, the MARCO has brought out a trilingual catalogue (Galician, Castilian,
English) which includes texts by the curator, Fernando Castro, ‘Portrait (or Map) of the Collector
(Poisoned by the Extraordinary)’; Seve Penelas, ‘Fascicle 2008: from Francisco Leiro to Olafur
Eliasson. Notes on the context of present-day collecting in Galicia’; and Javier Fuentes Feo, ‘Beyond
Mimesis and Pictorial Essence. A (Brief) Approximation to the Multiplicity of Painting’, as well as a list
of the participating artists and photographs and technical details of the exhibits.

ABOUT THE CURATOR
Fernando Castro Flórez (Plasencia, 1964) is Senior Lecturer of Aesthetics and Art Theory at the
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and imparts the Master’s degree in Art at the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid. He has been the academic co-ordinator of the Instituto de Estética y Teoría
de las Artes, co-director of the Encuentros Internacionales de Arte Contemporáneo de ARCO, and
co-director of the Simposium de Arte Latinoamericano del Consorcio de Museos de la Generalitat
Valenciana. He has given doctorate courses, classes and conferences in numerous universities and
museums, both in Spain and abroad, and has sat on the editorial committees of several magazines,
newspapers, and specialised reviews. He is currently the art critic of ABCD las Artes y las Letras,
columnist of the review Descubrir el Arte, and director of Cuadernos del IVAM, as well as a regular
contributor in other reviews and a member of museum committees and organisms devoted to
contemporary art. He is the author of the books Elogio de la pereza. Notas para una estética del
cansancio; El texto íntimo. Kafka, Rilke y Pessoa; Nostalgias del trapero y otros textos contra la
cultura del espectáculo; Escaramuzas. El arte en el tiempo de la demolición; Fasten Seat Belt.
Cuaderno de campo de un crítico de arte; Fight Club. Consideraciones en torno al arte
contemporáneo; Mensajes sin código. Notas sobre la fotografía; Sainetes y otros desafueros del arte
contemporáneo; and of monographic studies on Joan Miró, Benjamín Palencia, Eugenio Fernández
Granell, and Nacho Criado, among others.
Amongst his most notable projects as an exhibitions curator are Tony Cragg (MNCARS), Antón
Patiño (CGAC), Nacho Criado (IVAM), Carlos Capelán and Florentino Díaz (MEIAC), Chema Cobo
(Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo), Luis Gordillo (Círculo de Bellas Artes), Txomin Badiola (La
Gallera, Valencia), Bernardí Roig (Casal Solleric, Palma de Mallorca, and Museo Jacobo Borges,
Caracas), ‘Joan Miro. Horizonte poético’ (Art Museum of Nuoro, Sardinia), Uiso Alemany (Palazzo
Medici-Ricardi, Florence), José Sanleón (Centro Wilfredo Lam, Havana, and Antiguos Graneros,
Venice), Victor Mira (Museo Pablo Serrano, Zaragoza), ‘Desplazamientos. Escultura española
contemporánea’ (Mie Prefectural Museum, Japan), ‘Pay attention Please’ (Art Museum of Nuoro,
Sardinia), ‘Políticas de la Diferencia. Arte Latinoamericano de los años noventa’ (Centro de
Convenciones de Recife, Museo de Arte Moderno de Buenos Aires), ‘Down’ (Galería Zonca & Zonca,
Milán),

‘(Post)performance

y

otros

acontecimientos

paradójicos’

(Centre

Espais

de

Arte

Contemporáneo, Girona), ‘Show y Basura. (Acciones, emplazamientos y briconsejos’ (Foro Sur,
Cáceres), ‘Catastrofi minime’ (Art Museum of Nuoro, Sardinia), ‘Fuego Camina Conmigo. Bienal de
Caracas’ (Museo de Bellas Artes de Caracas), Colección de Fotografía del IVAM, among others. He is
holder of the Premio Espais de Crítica de Arte for the best curatorial project.
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EXHIBITION PROEJCT

In presenting PRIVATE PASSIONS, PUBLIC VISIONS: Collections D. O. Galicia, the MARCO, the
contemporary art museum of Vigo, brings into the realm of reality a project conceived long ago in
which equal prominence is given to artists and collectors, the latter surely a pillar of the
contemporary art system as well as a central cog in the enduringly complex relationships that
have defined the association between art and its market throughout history.
Professor, art critic, and curator of this exhibition, Fernando Castro Flórez’s selection of works
spanning the Eighties to the present helps us to trace a journey through the history of art and art
collecting in our most immediate context. Underpinning the exhibition is a historiographical
reading of the flowering of contemporary art fairs in the 1960s, which prepared the way for the
emergence of the concept of the ‘art system’ in 1972. Fairs, biennials, auctions and other events
related to the art market are a direct outcome of the growth of art collections, the real witnesses
of actuality. As ARCO rapidly became a point of reference, opening its doors to international
galleries and collectors, the presence of international art in Galician collections increased notably.
Drawing on the same principles that motivated us in the past to work with artists, curators, critics
and researchers of our most immediate context, we aspire on this occasion to give due recognition
to the efforts and the commitment that Galicia’s private collectors have made in regard of the art
of their time, and offer our visitors the chance to view pieces which, for the most part, have not
been seen in public since their acquisition. Possessors of sound aesthetic criteria, these owners
have sought to maintain their artistic patrimony through the formation of a collection of
contemporary art works.
Whilst preparing the exhibition, what struck us, more than the actual criteria guiding the
acquisition of the pieces, was the diversity of the factors that lend a particular collection its shape
and meaning, and the sheer number of works which have collectively forged the memory of a time
in history or which embody passing yet defining interests. The wisdom with which the collections
have been put together, their proximity with regard to the MARCO’s interests and the consistency
and rigour of their assumptions, coupled with the fact that they are the fruit of personal effort, all
contrived to make us conceive this exhibition and publication as the first part or chapter of an
ensuing series.
More than a simple display of works, the exhibition aspires to analyse the similarities and
particularities that transpire from their contents. This is possible because of the broad nature of
the selection made, which allows for a range of individual differences to find expression. The
exhibition also aims to serve as a homage to, and appraisal of, these collections while at the same
time stimulate art collecting among the public. A multiplicity of factors shapes a collection’s
meaning and raison d’être. ‘PRIVATE PASSIONS, PUBLIC VISIONS’ is a preliminary overview of the
status quo of private art collecting in Galicia and at the same time an opportunity for the general
public to enjoy works that have hitherto been barred from public viewing.
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BY THE CURATOR

“In the indefatigable discourse of contemporary art we come across all sorts of vacuous praise
devoted chiefly to artists and curators. Such acclaim is obviously accompanied by verbal diarrhoea
that ‘contextualises’ and highlights the hypnotic power of the museum, and often, by
considerations regarding the art market that are either assimilated or apocalyptical. One of the
most neglected features in the system of art is that of private collecting, and yet it would prove
almost impossible for art to follow its course, however changing and strange that course may be,
without the presence of individuals who for various different reasons decide to purchase a
painting, a sculpture, a video or a photograph. I have the feeling that it is not just a question of
the collector being the great unknown, but also that to a fair degree he is considered a sort of
‘necessary evil’. (…)
Not even the so-called institutional theory of art duly analyses the role of the collector, who is not
only someone who buys one or two pictures to decorate his home or office, but could be someone
obsessed by such a passion that he ends up accumulating an amazing number of works. Curator
Robert Storr began a lecture in which he ‘explained’ his idea of a biennial, being as he was director
of the Venice Biennale, evoking a salon in which he contemplated in ecstasy works by the great
masters of the avant-garde. For the general public, the ideal place for an artistic encounter is the
museum, the heritage of which they sense, to a certain extent, to be their own.
PRIVATE PASSIONS, PUBLIC VISIONS stems from the interest shown by the MARCO of Vigo in
highlighting the importance of Galician private collections. Surveying some of the most noteworthy
collections we immediately confirm that they contain so many works of such high quality that
these could be displayed in a number of different shows that offer different ways of looking.
Painting reigns supreme, but several excellent sculptures can also be found, alongside
contemporary photographic works. The almost marginal presence of video, however, proves that it
is still relatively difficult for private collectors to integrate such productions in their own specific
selections. In all cases, these are private collections that transcend what we could bluntly describe
as decorative-domestic needs. When over a hundred pieces, some of them in museum format, are
brought together, as they are by these Galician art lovers, what I previously branded as poison
has now clearly entered into the collector’s bloodstream.
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Chatting with the proprietors of the works I corroborated that art, in all cases, forms a crucial part
of their lives. They keep abreast of the current artistic trends more intensely and knowledgeably
than many apathetic critics, or pure and simply mercenaries, travelling to the different art fairs,
covering the biennials and, above all, managing to establish complicities with certain artists. They
do not match the stereotype of the art buyer in the late eighties obsessed with speculation; on the
contrary, their attitudes lie closer to those of the patron and, of course, to those of individuals who
painstakingly, passionately and critically seek the pieces they desire for their collections, which
can be considered works in progress.
At a time when we come across ready-mades everywhere, the collector’s passion is to find
something unique, something which must needs be his. Every collection is to a certain degree
autobiographical, in keeping with prejudices, obsessions and drives that are not easily disclosed.
The work of art that has acquired visibility on display returns to the private sphere when it is
purchased. The current MARCO project, based on Galician private collections, sends back to the
white cube that which was for the most part in storage or housed in family domains. It provides,
therefore, an opportunity for cultural recognition of the role of the private collector and constitutes
a gesture of generosity on the part of the owners of works who offer the general public the
possibility of enjoying and reflecting on what they previously endorsed with the passion of their
gaze. Magnificent works by artists such as David Salle, Francisco Leiro, Bernardí Roig, Antonio
Murado, Martin Kippenberger, Chelo Matesanz and Baltazar Torres, among almost a hundred
pieces, publicly present a fragmentary yet exceptional map of contemporary creative thought. The
museum is not only a place for distraction, a piece in the general tourist organisation, but a
privileged space in which to establish fluent connections between public and private, where the
collector’s gaze, the curator’s selection and the spectator’s judgement can establish mutually
enhancing relations.”

Fernando Castro Flórez
Curator of the exhibition
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REQUEST FOR GRAPHIC MATERIAL
EXHIBITION
“PRIVATE PASSIONS, PUBLIC VISIONS”
GRAPHIC MATERIAL AVAILABLE TO THE PRESS:
CD including texts and photographs of the exhibition in different formats.
IF YOU WISH YO RECEIVE DOCUMENTATION, PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND SEND IT
BY E-MAIL, FAX OR MAIL POST TO:
MARCO, Museo de Arte Contemporánea de Vigo
Rúa Príncipe 54
36202 Vigo (Pontevedra). Spain
Communication Department
Marta Viana Tomé
Pilar Souto Soto
Tel. +34 986 113908 / 113903
Fax +34 986 113901
marta.viana@marcovigo.com
pilar.souto@marcovigo.com
Please, specify: the image format you require, as well as the médium for which the
documentation is request.
Format required:
Name and surname:

Interests:

Telephone:

Title/position:

Address:

Fax:

Medium:

City and post code:

E-mail:

Section/ Programme:

Alternative address:

Other:

We would appreciate if you could send us an issue of the report you publish to our
Communication Department.
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